BGM Industries

https://www.indiamart.com/bgminustries/

BGM Industries are engaged in manufacturing, supplying & exporting a wide range of Manual and Automatic Polishing for granites, Oscillating Heads, Calibrating and Edge Cutting Machines.
About Us

Established in the year 1991, we, “BGM Industries”, are one of the trusted organizations engaged in importing, manufacturing, supplying and exporting a wide range of Edge Cutting, Block Designing & Polishing Machines and Oscillating Heads. Under the offered range, we have Vertical Block Cutter, Granite Block Cutter, Block Cutter Machine, Profile Milling Cutter and Line Calibrator. In addition to this, we have Block Designing Machine, Granite Polishing Machine, Hand Polishing Machine and Hand Polisher Mini. To ensure the outstanding features of the offered machines and oscillating heads, we manufacture these by making use of best grade raw material and other components. Moreover, we source these edge cutting machines from quality-oriented vendors to ensure the same. Prior to dispatch, our quality controller check these machines and oscillating heads on varied parameters so as to ensure their compliance with universally accepted quality standards. The parameters on which we check these machines and oscillating heads are longer service life, less power consumption, reliable performance, low maintenance and precise design. We are also engaged in work of assembling, manufacturing and fabricating of spare cleaners. Along with this, we design, sell, deal, fabricate, repair and alter the machines that are utilized in finishing and polishing of granite stones. To carry out the smooth execution...

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/bgmindustries/profile.html
POLISHING MACHINES

Automatic Polishing Line

Auto Polishing Machine

Double Head Auto Polishing Machine for Slab

Granite Polishing Machine
OTHER PRODUCTS:

Hand Polishing Machine  
6 Brick Granite Polishing Head  
Line Calibrator  
Double Head Auto Polisher
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CONTACT US

BGM Industries
Contact Person: Parmeet Singh

Gala No. C9, 27, Acre Kothari Compound, Opp. Tiku Ji Niwadi, Manpada, Thane W Thane - 400607, Maharashtra, India

📞 +91-8048026758
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